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Notes from (Over) the Edge began as scribbling on paper in a black spiral notebook.Since

2005, critically acclaimed author, Jim Palmer, has been chronicling his spiritual journey out of

organized religion, in search of a deeper spirituality and lasting happiness. After two near-

death experiences, Palmer set his resolve to address the root cause of his own personal

suffering, and to know true peace and freedom, which he had failed to find through religion. He

recorded personal notes about his spiritual awakening is the basis for Notes from (over) the

Edge. An excerpt from the book, “15 Things Jesus Didn’t Say,” went viral, and is indicative of

Palmer’s writing, which reveals an inclusive spiritual message of Jesus for all humankind. As

one reader put it, “Jim leads us out of your own self imposed prison cells into the joy, freedom,

and peace that religious rhetoric promised but fails to deliver.”Notes from (over) the Edge is

divided into five main parts. Part One is a conversation with the reader about how to approach

the pursuit of truth. Part Two is a direct, practical, and no-nonsense guide to addressing the

root cause of personal suffering, and uncovering true peace and freedom. In Part Three,

Palmer confronts the teachings of pop Christianity, and how they have hidden or corrupted the

true message and meaning of Jesus. Part Four delves into the process of recovering from

religious pathology. In Part Five, Palmer discusses how truth applies in the special cases of

domestic violence, and depression.Jim Palmer is considered one of the “great spiritual writers

of our time.” There is a ring of authenticity and deep insight in what he writes. Some of the most

significant spiritual truths are too often communicated in heady or abstract terms, making them

difficult to comprehend. Palmer’s writing is profound but accessible, transformational but

practical.No matter your religious tradition, spiritual orientation, or life philosophy, Jim Palmer

reveals truth that inspires love, peace, harmony, wisdom, and compassion along the everyday

paths of life and living.

"Gerard Lynch's new book is characteristicall sound and informative and three-stranded; a

work of great scholarship and sound technology which informs the practical business of

conservation and repair"Professor John Ashurst - from Foreword.From the Back CoverGauged

Brickwork examines the complete history of gauged brickwork, from the development of cut

and rubbed work to applications today. Examining each historical period in detail this reference

looks at tools, equipment and materials utilised to work bricks post fired, the influences from

Flanders and the Netherlands. It also studies the differences between historic and

contemporary bricks with a view to inform conservation and restoration decisions, and assist

where gauged work is to feature on new-builds.The book uses illustrative and practical case

studies from Ireland, England and the USA in which the author has played a key role. These

show the empathetic use of different materials, tools, equipment and craft techniques on

buildings from each historic period examined.Written by Dr Gerard Lynch a master craftsmen

and leading authority on this subject area, this book will be of particular interest to architectural

historians, architects, surveyors, conservation officers and building conservators working on

historic brick buildings. It will also be of value to craft tutors and students, as well as owners of

brick built properties and those with an interest in bricks and brickwork
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Notes from (over) the edge:Unmasking the truth to end your sufferingJIM PALMERACCLAIM

FORJIM PALMER AND NOTES FROM (OVER) THE EDGE“A message worth considering.”–

Publishers Weekly“Palmer’s writing is like the Pearl of Great Price: you stumble across it and

realize how valuable it really is. His books are gems that stir your soul deeply.”–

BookPleasures.com“My favorite spiritual practice is underlining books. I stopped underlining

Jim Palmer’s newest book because I found myself underlining the whole thing.”– Leonard

Sweet“Jim has an unsurpassed talent for getting to the nub of a situation, in a way that makes

it effortless for his readers to join him in his understanding of what really matters. This book is

his masterpiece, his best yet, and takes you on a journey you will never forget.”– Rachael

Jefferies Kelly“It is hard to express the immense satisfaction I gain from the writings of Jim

Palmer. I have never been one to follow after the teachings of the latest prophet or guru, and

whilst that hasn’t changed, perhaps it is Jim’s ability to challenge, give insight and express with

great precision and clarity that keeps drawing me back to his words. I have never experienced

as many “wow” moments and epiphanies from any other writer, he hits the nail on the head

every time. If you are ready to allow the winds of change and refreshment over your soul and

mind, then I highly recommend that you read Notes from (Over) the Edge.– Donovan

Shaw“Jim’s words have changed the way I think, live and speak about my faith.”– Greg Colby“I

believe this book is what God means by us living the abundant Life!”– Alana Chaune

Hedigan“Jim’s words intoxicate my spirit.”– Victor Garcia“Jim Palmer, with each book he writes,

further frees the idea of God from the bonds of fundamentalist religion. In his latest book, he

goes where only the most heroic dare to go. He takes the reader right to the source of God: the

self. The journey is as exquisite as it is humbling, as wonderful as it is challenging, as beautiful

as it transcendent.”– Ryan Ange“It has been very refreshing to know I am not alone on this

journey of unwinding from organized religion and learning to love one another.”– Jay Thorp“Jim

re-introduced me to Jesus just as I was taking a break from church. As I detox, I find that God

is still with me, just as before, but I am experiencing a peace that I longed for.”– Diana Blair

Revell“The world needs more people like Jim Palmer who can, with a single sentence, or

cluster of words, make us feel the human unity of our soul and touch the very essence of what

it means to be a part of humanity.”– Linda RainmakerWhen I read Jim’s books, I keep a

highlighter handy. Every few pages I’m struck by an idea, a phrase, something that I need to

share.– Ruby Truax“Jim has this amazing gift. He is able to lead you out of your own self

imposed prison cells into the joy, freedom, and peace that religious rhetoric promised but fails

to deliver.”– Heather Ferdinand“Jim’s words have caused me to stretch my mind and heart,

releasing me from bondage where conditions were placed on love. His previous work has

caused me to think critically about everything I have believed and taken for granted up to now,

to really see and respond to people without concern of what others think and to love and

accept this journey I am on and the people I encounter along the way. I feel more whole. Thank

you, Jim.”– Aasha Williams-Blanco“Everything I read of Jim Palmer’s has touched and inspired

my heart in ways that leave me with a deeper understanding of the Father’s love. Shedding

religious ideals of who we are in favor of learning to be what we were made isn’t easy to do

alone. Jim’s willingness to share his experiences is truly something to be thankful for.”– Rachel

Munoz“Jim is the most open and honest author I’ve ever read. He seems to know exactly what

I’m going through, and puts it into words that leave me speechless.”– Susan Showalter“If you’re

tired of the same old formulaic, party-line writing, then you will find Jim’s writing both refreshing

and uplifting!”– Sophie Doell“Jim’s writing brings me back to a God and a Scripture that is



somehow familiar to me. Like I knew it when I was born and then somehow, it had been

“taught” out of me. His words are like a homecoming, a return to the truth I forgot about my

relationship to God.”– Alan Marx“Reading Jim Palmer is like having coffee with a good friend

who helps me to view God from new angles and challenges me to question the sacred cows.

He has helped me to feel content in my own skin, without feeling pressured to wrap things up

neatly with a tidy bow.”– Jon Press“Jim’s words are Brilliant and come from an authentic and

refreshing place of love. He opens the most vulnerable areas of the soul. His words bring

people together as one, breaking the barriers of organized religion. The pureness in his words

grabs you like a child and brings you together as one in Relationship with our Creator.”– Amy

Strefling Peterson“We have found a voice and an advocate in Jim, whose simple, to the point,

yet eloquent writings give credence, support, and inspiration to our shared life experiences. We

are not alone! Thank you, Jim Palmer.”– Candice Brown Ryder“As I began my own exodus

from the pre-packaged fundamentalist idea of what it means to be a Christian, Jim’s words

were there to resonate with what I felt in my soul. He put into words the things I was feeling and

experiencing and discovering in a way that made it all make sense to me. He was a voice in the

void telling me I was not alone.”– Nikkia JaNae Kostner“Jim Palmer writes what I instinctively

feel in my spirit but am unable to put words to. His words give meaning and life to those

instincts telling me there may be a better way.”– Andy Greenbank“For those who feel trapped

by a culture that measures faith by outside appearances, Jim Palmer’s books will read like a

blowtorch to the bars of a cage.”– BookPage.comAlso by Jim PalmerDivine Nobodies:

Shedding Religion to Find God (and the unlikely people who help you)Wide Open Spaces:

Beyond Paint-by-Number ChristianityBeing Jesus in Nashville: Finding the Courage to Live

Your Life (Whoever and Wherever You Are)Copyright © 2013 Jim Palmer All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2013 Jim PalmerCover photograph copyright © 2013 by Darla Winn Cover design

by Anne GoodrichAll rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a

retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical,

photocopy, recording, or any other—except for brief quotations in printed reviews, without prior

written permission of the publisher.“Address the root cause of your suffering. There is no

greater difference one can make in the world than this.”– Jim PalmerCONTENTSPreface 101

What is required to know the Truth 142 Bringing an end to your suffering 343 Christianity’s

distortion of the person, message and truth of Jesus 1334 Breaking free of religious pathology

1645 Special cases where the mindrefutes the Truth 195Postscript 205 About the Author

206PREFACESince 2005 I’ve been chronicling my journey out of organized religion, in search

of lasting peace and happiness. It’s been a tall order for someone who earned a Master of

Divinity degree, and spent many years as a professional Christian minister. My first book,

Divine Nobodies, struck a nerve with many people who had also come to the end of their rope

with faith and God, but felt understood and validated through my story, and inspired by the

possibility that it could be different. My follow-up book, Wide Open Spaces, gave a glimpse into

an alternative I was experiencing – a religion-free relationship with God and life. The journey

has not been a bed of roses.During the writing or my third book, Being Jesus in Nashville, I lost

both my mother and father, and had two near-death experiences. The book was also embroiled

in controversy. It was rejected by my publisher on the grounds that it was “outside the bounds

of biblical orthodox Christianity,” making me a “heretic.”The last few years I have had an

earnest desire and resolve to bring an end to my personal suffering. I decided I’ve suffered

long and hard enough, and it was time to find the peace and freedom I had for so long sought

through religion. Along the way I have been recording thoughts in a notebook about this

endeavor to end my suffering. These notes are the basis for this book.There is the story of a



disciple who approached his teacher and asked, “It seems to me that by having good friends

and advancing together with them, one has already halfway attained the way of enlightenment.

Is this way of thinking correct?” The teacher replied, “This way of thinking is not correct. Having

good friends and advancing together with them is not half the enlightened way but all the

enlightened way.”Notes from (Over) the Edge began as scribbling on paper in a black spiral

notebook. The endeavor to convert those notes into this book involved the encouragement,

skill, and support of many people. Many of the notebook entries occurred during coffee and

conversation with my friend Mike Willis. Our friendship has provided a space in my life for me to

openly share, converse, and wrestle with the central questions and issues in my spiritual

journey. Mike’s acceptance, patience, and wisdom have been an invaluable contribution to my

life and this book.Yana Cortlund has been another one of those instrumental friends. It is not

an overstatement to say that she rescued both Being Jesus in Nashville, and Notes from

(Over) the Edge from a structural debacle. I got frustrated with her both times. She was right

both times. Yana’s unwavering friendship through the ups and downs of my life has been a true

gift for which I am deeply grateful.I am fortunate to know some amazingly talented people. In

my opinion, no photographer matches the brilliance and magic of what Darla Winn does with a

camera. It is her photo on the cover, which she created just for this book. I am also indebted to

Anne Goodrich and her creative gifts in designing the cover for Notes from (Over) the

Edge.You should personally thank Ryan Ange for the readability of this book. His copyedit skills

immeasurably improved the manuscript from the draft I gave him. Apparently, I missed the

class in high school English about where to place commas. I feel very fortunate to have come

across Ryan’s path in this big world. Many times he showed up with just the right encouraging

word I needed to hear in order to keep going.Rachael Kelly invested considerable time in

proofing the manuscript. This is tedious work, especially when it’s over 80,000 words long! I am

grateful for the sacrifice of time she made to do this, and all the positive support she offered

along the way.There are countless Facebook friends who have inspired and supported the

independent publishing of Notes from (Over) the Edge. Many of them contributed to the funding

of this project. They have always been “the 12th man,” supplying the support to keep me going

in the face of challenges and opposition. So many times it has been a Facebook message or

comment from one of those friends that encouraged me when I most needed it. The

endorsements on the cover and inside the book were offered by some of those friends who

have shared in this journey with me. Knowing that my writing has been a meaningful part of

their spiritual journey means far more than any other kind of endorsement that could be given.It

is no exaggeration to say that publishing Notes from (Over) the Edge would not have been

possible without Heather. There are several times in the process I would have tossed my laptop

out the window had it not been for her steady and reassuring presence and love. Ernest

Hemmingway said, “There is nothing to writing. All you do is sit down at a typewriter and bleed.”

It’s not just the author who bleeds. Heather probably filled up a vile or two of her own blood

along the way!Notes from (Over) the Edge is a much different book from my first three. Heather

provided the most important ingredient I needed to write it – belief in me. Belief in myself has

never been particularly easy for me. I sometimes waver with self-doubt, and can be prone to

filter or hide the most authentic parts of who I am. Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote, “I love you

not only for what you are, but for what I am when I am with you. I love you not only for what you

have made of yourself, but for what you are making of me. I love you for the part of me that you

bring out.” I certainly could have written those words to Heather.With every book I have written,

Jessica has always been in my mind, and this is certainly true of Notes from (Over) the Edge.

Any parent knows what I’m speaking of when I say that I love Jessica so much it hurts. I am so



proud of the young woman she is and is becoming every day right before my eyes. I love

Jessica, but I also like who she is. I see her beauty, inside and out. It is not important to me that

Jessica hold the beliefs I do or take a similar path as I have with respect to God, Truth and

spiritual things. But I long for Jessica to be free. I don’t want her to suffer unnecessarily in this

life. I want her to know true peace, happiness, and well-being. I want this for Whitney and Cera

as well, as they make their way in this world.This book is structured in five main parts. Part

One: What is required to know the Truth is a conversation with you, the reader, about how to

approach this book and the pursuit of Truth. This is no small matter. Many people sabotage

their chances of finding true peace and freedom because their way of seeking them is

fundamentally flawed and counterproductive. Part Two: Bringing an end to your suffering is a

very direct, practical, and no-nonsense guide to addressing the root cause of your suffering,

and uncovering the peace, freedom, and well-being that awaits you and is you in every

moment. The basis of this section is the notes I kept in a personal notebook as I addressed my

own suffering and longing to be free.My religious background is Christianity. Many of the beliefs

I adopted in my particular stripe of Christianity kept the Truth hidden from me. Eventually I

discovered that the Truth of Jesus Christ and the message of pop Christianity were two very

different and irreconcilable things. I took up this matter in the next section of the book, Part

Three: Christianity’s distortion of the person, message, and truth of Jesus. Over the years I

have been contacted by countless people who shared how their involvement in organized

religion did great harm in their lives. In Part Four: Breaking free of religious pathology, I discuss

the process and challenges involved in making peace with your religious past. I am married to

someone who endured the trauma of severe domestic violence in previous relationships. In my

first book, Divine Nobodies, I share about my personal struggle with depression. Domestic

violence and depression are two of the most common issues that people contact me about. In

Part Five: Special cases where the mind refutes the Truth, I explore the application of Truth in

those two difficult scenarios.Though Notes from (Over) the Edge is structured in five main

parts, the individual sections within each part are intentionally random in order, and divided by

the use of asterisks. The Truth cannot be formulated, or laid out in sequential steps. There are

very few things one must know in order to awaken to the Truth. It is not for lack of knowledge

that the Truth eludes us, but our inner resistance. This book is intended to chip away at your

resistance, and continually bring you back to the essential means to end your suffering and be

free.PART I: WHAT IS REQUIRED TO KNOW THE TRUTHMake this book about your

liberation.What follows is the culmination and expansion of notes that I have been recording in

a notebook the last several years in my own desire and struggle to be free. Page after page is

filled with writings in pencil and pen, and includes arrows, exclamation points, all caps, coffee

stains, little sketches and diagrams, and an assortment of other almost illegible writing that

goes in every direction, including along the margins of the page.Twice, I accidentally left the

notebook behind in a coffee shop and figured it would have appeared as rubbish to someone

else and tossed in the trash. The notebook even survived a couple moves, and there were

seasons when it was put away somewhere, and I lost track of it. But somehow the notebook

always found itself back to me. The notes themselves no longer exist. You’re going to have to

read to the end to discover why.* * *This is a very different book from my first three, which is a

reflection of the fact that I am a very different Jim. The last couple years, I have taken up the

cause to end to my own suffering. I feel myself through life more than I think myself through it.

In the past, I have often clung to and written from the world of emotional volatility that churns

inside me. Being a feeler is not something that is going to change but the past couple years, I

have often become the observer to my own inner emotional drama, and discovered that much



of the cause of my own suffering is located there. It was a profound realization for me to

discover that there is a Jim separate from this turmoil. The Jim who wrote this book is a man

who feels life deeply, perhaps too much at times, but who has discovered another distinct and

authentic self that is not wrapped up in his feelings.You’re going to find this book to be direct. I

intentionally wrote it in second person voice. This book is about you, the reader, discovering

the cause of your suffering, and I’m going to speak to you directly about this. This book is not

written for a “readership,” or “audience,” or some collective group of hypothetical people with

hypothetical situations out there somewhere. It’s written for and to you very directly and

individually.I was dissuaded by more than one person not to write this book in the second

person voice for fear it might sound too condescending. People who know me well would laugh

at the notion because I’m the guy who typically goes to great pains to carefully surround

people with pillows before I say one slightly direct thing, and then immediately fear that I

possibly hurt or offended them. Part of my own personal growth has been discovering the need

to be direct – with myself, my life, and others. If you take this book to heart, then you’ll be direct

with yourself as well.* * *You are likely to feel a sense of urgency to this book. I wrote it as if I

was instructing someone how to escape from a burning house. In a case like that, you don’t

mince words. The message of this book is too important for one to have to fight to find it.

There’s not a lot of fluff. In those places where it sounds like I’m saying “this is the way it is”

insert the phrase “look at it this way.”Despite my directness, take everything written here

loosely like a breeze or a whisper. This book offers a new skill set for transforming yourself, and

one of the most important skills is loosening up your vice grip on the concepts you hold about

the way things are. Seek not to create new concepts from this book to hold onto, instead learn

not to attach yourself too strongly to any concept.The concepts in this book are offered to

loosen and ultimately, TEMPORARILY replace the concepts that cause suffering. If taken

loosely, as a whisper, they will at once become very powerful, yet at the same time, easy to let

go of as they serve their purpose.There is no new Truth. The Truth has always been and

always will be. Nothing in this book is original. I didn’t discover a new Truth. The reality is that

you already know the Truth yourself and always have. This book exists to assist you in getting

to the Truth you already know so you can end your suffering and be free, and stop believing in

the false truths/systems/beliefs/concepts that are the root of your suffering.* * *You’re going to

find that this book challenges many universally accepted notions of religion, including

Christianity. In those moments, I will be asking you to loosen your grip on what you think you

know and be willing to see something not so rigidly or in a different way.My particular set of

circumstances includes a background in Christianity. I have a Master of Divinity degree, and

spent many years as the pastor of a Christian church. This accounts for why I often reference

Jesus and his teaching in this book. However, you shouldn’t take from this that I am advocating

Christianity. The Truth is universal. For me, it was the teachings of Jesus that were instrumental

in pointing me to the Truth. It just as easily could have been the Buddha, or some other

expression of the Truth.This book is not meant to convince you of anything, or to replace your

current belief system with a new one. Your liberation – that is what this book is about. The best

way to read this book is with an earnest desire to be free.* * *Meanwhile, you suffer.A strange

opening line, I know. But this is where we begin. It’s an acknowledgement about your life. You

suffer. It’s not just you. We all do.You have a religion and you’re honoring it…You have a

philosophy and you’re following it…You have a family and career, and you’re juggling it…You

have income and bills, and you’re making it…You have depression and anxiety, and you’re

medicating it…You have your health and you’re maintaining it…You have much to be grateful

for and you’re enjoying it…You have your life and you’re living it…But meanwhile you



suffer.Something is not right, and deep down you know it. In your life, in the world, in the

answers and explanations you have been given – something is off and doesn’t line up. There’s

a screw loose somewhere. It rattles when you log in and see the morning’s headlines. You can’t

quite name it, but it’s there. You see it in people’s faces as you pass them in the grocery store.

Something is perpetually missing. There’s a chronic discontent that lurks beneath the surface

of your life. That’s on a good day.There is a longing inside you. It shows itself as a questioning

of the disharmony that you live in. It is your disharmony. It is your own questioning. It is your

personal yearning.You can’t explain it but you feel it. Every day you feel it.Even now as you

read this book you feel it. You can feel it looking out your car window at the stoplight or when

you scroll down your Facebook newsfeed. You feel it when you go to work… sitting in church…

watching television… when you pay your taxes.You read the latest and greatest spiritual book

with new beliefs and concepts, and a new excitement about life appears for a while but then it

wears off. Not much has changed and you feel it . . . again.* * *Once you see things as they

really are, you are free. It’s over and you ae done.All living things long for liberation. Humankind

yearns to be free. You not only desire this for yourself, you want your children and those you

love to be liberated from suffering.The only way to deal with an unfree world is to be free

yourself. You have to put the oxygen mask on first before you can assist another. Freedom and

the end of suffering must start with you.There is the way things really are, and they have

always been this way and they always will be. Nothing is wrong with the way things are and

nothing needs to change. If you are suffering in life then you don’t know the way things really

are. Once you know, you will discover that you’ve been suffering unnecessarily. This will likely

make you angry.You need to get angry.Let that anger fuel your resolve to be free.People often

envision Jesus as someone tiptoeing around in a flowing robe, speaking softly, and carrying a

baby lamb in his arms. But the real Jesus of history was a lightning rod. He got angry. He was

the greatest debunker of religious hierarchies and traditions, and the greatest desacralizer of

holy places, times, people, rituals, priests and things, that this world has ever seen. The

religious establishment hurriedly condemned him to death for blasphemy, while the secular

powers executed him for sedition.“Nice” is overrated. “Nice” is being “amiably pleasant,

pleasing, and agreeable.” Not exactly the word I would use for Jesus when he was turning over

tables in the temple. Jesus did not do this nicely. Jesus was a person of deep love and

compassion, but the word “nice” doesn’t fit him. “Defiant” and “subversive” fit much better.You’re

too nice.Religion taught you that you should be nice, considerate, polite, amiable, and selfless.

An antonym for “nice” is “improper.” “Improper” is defined as: “not being in accord with

acceptable behavior and procedures; not in keeping with conventional mores.” Yep, that was

Jesus!The road to Truth has improper written all over it. People traveling this road are a threat

to all the nice people. Don’t expect them to be nice anymore, at least to you. Your world works

because it hinges on you being nice. There will not be a crowd cheering you on. Knowing Truth

is not a popularity contest, and the road to your freedom and end of suffering will be lined with

people expressing disapproval.Every step on the path of Truth is an act of non-

conformity.There will be resistance. There will be a lot of chances to turn back. Keep going! Be

fearless!How much suffering will you tolerate? How many things will you continue doing and

believing that have not worked and never will? How long will you put on that fake happy face,

be nice, go to church, and conform? How long will you listen to everyone else but yourself?The

board is set, the pieces are moving. You must come to it at last – this is your great moment to

be free and to stand for the liberation of all humankind!* * *You go to church to find God but any

God you found in church you brought in with you. You consume book after book in search of

Truth that is already woven into the essence of who you are. You light a candle and sit on your



meditation cushion in hopes of attaining an inner peace that you have never lost.You are

swimming in God, Truth and peace but you are oblivious to them.You can’t be coddled into the

Truth. I was once knocked unconscious, playing football. The team trainer did not tiptoe onto

the field to gently stroke my arm and whisper my name. He stuck smelling salts under my nose.

This book is more like smelling salts than gently stroking your arm.You might wonder if this

book is “Christian.” This book is about truth. Jesus said, “I am the truth.” But don’t count on that

truth lining up with the typical message of institutional Christianity.Put what is shared in this

book to the test. Don’t accept it because I said it or it has worked for me. Test the Truth for

yourself. Knowledge of the path is not a substitute for walking the path. See if it works for you. If

it doesn’t, by all means ignore everything I’ve written.Have an open mind. Jesus said the Truth

will set you free. If you are not free, you have not yet uncovered the Truth of Jesus. Just

because you are a Christian doesn’t mean you have uncovered it. In fact, it might be the

biggest reason why you haven’t.Evaluating something in your mind as a concept is not the

same as living it. Your mind is already biased against the Truth, and so don’t expect to find

verification for the Truth in your head. YOU HAVE TO LIVE IT, NOT THINK ABOUT IT.* * *You

must be warned that the Truth is often difficult to swallow. You want to know the Truth. But there

is also a part of you that is afraid of it.Religion has programmed you with fear.Fear of God’s

rejection and disapprovalFear of God’s discipline and punishmentFear of HellFear of forfeiting

God’s blessingFear of what you feel insideFear of trusting your own inner guidanceFear of

thinking for yourselfFear of being wrongFear of being rejected by othersThis is what religion

does to some people.Fear is a noose that binds until it strangles. Courage is a muscle that

needs exercise to get strong. Use your courage today. Begin by giving yourself permission to

questions those things you learned to hold with the highest certainty.* * *At the deepest level of

who you are, the Truth is already known. You have always known it. There is no problem. But at

another level you are asleep, and living inside an illusion that you and others have created.

There is what you see, hear, touch, taste and smell in the world, and the illusion is what you

think it all means.The Truth is not something you attain through effort. It is not something

learned, gained or earned. There is no process to see the way things really are. It doesn’t

happen gradually or in stages. There is no 12-week discipleship class. You don’t partially see

the way things really are. It happens all at once in a flash.A plane flies overhead. You stop and

look up. You see it. Likewise, one moment you don’t see the way things really are. Then the

next moment your eyes are opened and you see it. You’re done.The path of Truth is not about

gaining something because nothing is missing. It’s not entering a new reality because there is

only one reality, and you have never left it.You just haven’t recognized it . . . yet.But now your

time has come.It is time for you to understand. The winter of your soul is passing, andthe sun

will shine upon you.* * *It is not necessary to have all the answers. There are only a few that

you really must know, and you cannot know them through your mind.You already know these

answers in your original Self. This book is a pair of wiper blades, clearing the gunk off your

windshield so you can see those answers clearly.Your original Self already knows the way

things really are and that will become increasingly clear to you. I’m not the least bit concerned

that you won’t know the Truth or somehow miss it or mess it up. That’s an impossibility. You

already know the Truth and have always known the way things really are.What this is about is

removing the self-imposed obstacles that are in your way. You have become dependent upon

your mind that blinds you to the perception and wisdom of your original Self.* * *There is only

one cause of suffering – the false way you see the world, which has become so ingrained and

second-nature that it never occurs to you to question it.It’s time to start questioning it. Question

those things you have long taken for granted. The first step of wisdom is to question



everything.Start right now! The misinformation you have been led to believe is not a slight mix-

up in need of a minor adjustment. The lie reaches down into your most rock-solid beliefs that

you hold with the highest certainty.You must loosen your vise-grip on all the things you think

you know.An open window is simply the absence of the wall, and it allows air and light to come

in because it is empty. Likewise, you must have a window or empty space for Truth to get in. As

it stands now, you are a steel wall of mental content. It’s five feet thick with all your

preconceived notions, assumptions, constructs, and doctrines. A truckload of Truth couldn’t

crash through that wall if it wanted to! Consider the possibility that a space in the wall will give

the Truth a chance to shine in.You need a window in your wall. Hold an empty but expectant

space in your life of “not knowing” so the Truth can get in.* * *Knowing Truth is simply being

aware of what is so. It’s simple, but it’s difficult because what is so is not what it appears to be

on the surface. You have to see deeper and beyond the sight of your human eyes. You have

been led down a path where things are seen. But you’ve not been told about the path of things

unseen. The Truth is down that path, but fear has kept you far from it or at least prevented you

from going very far down it.What you see is a grossly distorted reflection of the way things

really are. It is time for you to see what is real face-to-face with crystal clear clarity. It’s like your

eyes opening for the first time.Imagine awakening and looking back on your previous

experiences through a clear lens, and understanding all the moments of your life as you have

never understood them before. Imagine knowing exactly why you are here, and finding eternity

in your next moment. Imagine looking into the future and knowing there is nothing to fear.* *

*You are here to awaken from your ignorance in order to end your suffering.“Ignorance” sounds

like a harsh word. It’s an affront to your ego that prides itself in how smart it is.“Ignorance” is a

lack of comprehension. Right now ignorance is the locomotive at the front of the train, pulling

your life forward. Ignorance is not just a lack of comprehension of the Truth; it is an active

participation in an illusion. Ignorance is a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of

reality. Ignorance is not a passive reality. Every day you are a foot soldier on the frontlines of

advancing and defending a lie.The root cause of your suffering is that you don’t know the way

things really are. Perhaps you have reached the pinnacle of academic achievement or you hold

mastery or brilliance in a particular field, discipline or skill. In my case, it was a Master of

Divinity degree and many years as an ordained minister. As humbling as it might be, you must

acknowledge that there is something that you do not currently comprehend, and you have

been paying for it every day of your life.You don’t comprehend the way things really are. But

you don’t realize this. You think you know the way things really are because you know how

things appear. Appearances are deceiving. There’s a profound difference between how things

appear and the way they really are. That difference is measured out by your suffering.* * *Your

challenge consists of all the things you think you already know. Instead, tell yourself right now

that you do not know the way things really are. As you look out into the world through your

bedroom window, car window, office window, church window, coffee shop window, say to

yourself, “Right now I am not seeing the world as it really is.”Tell yourself this a hundred times a

day. Literally, say it aloud. Mutter it under your breath.Convince your mind that it is not seeing

the world as it really is. You will not be ready to see the Truth until you are convinced that you

don’t see it. Your admission of ignorance is a prerequisite for true wisdom.You hate that term,

don’t you? You bristle at the word “ignorant.” Those are fighting words with your mind. This is a

good thing. You need to create some distance between you and your mind. Right now your

mind is like an alien on your face. You have a dysfunctional relationship with your mind, and it

must be sorted out. You won’t ever see the Truth until you do.Nothing can be changed until it is

faced. The first step in overcoming a problem is the admission of having one.Stand up right



now and say: “Hi, my name is (your name) and I have a fundamental misunderstanding of

reality.”Was that so hard?* * *The only thing that can stop you on the path of Truth is you. You

don’t need this book or any book to know the Truth. The Truth is not something that can be

found in any book. This book is only about helping you remove the obstacles that are in your

way. Maybe that has already happened and you have finally seen the way things really are.

Great! Don’t feel like it is necessary for you to read the rest of this book. Give it to a friend, stick

it on your shelf, sell it online or toss it in the trash.You are the only thing in your way. That’s the

good news.That’s the bad news.You are a formidable obstacle.* * *You are trapped inside a

web of lies that you have spun. You got some help along the way but the reality is that you are

both the trapped and the trapper. You have constructed your own prison. You are the only one

who can free yourself from it. But you cannot do it through your mind. It’s not a Rubik’s Cube.

You can’t solve a problem by doing the same thing that you got into it. Your mind got you into

this ordeal but it can’t get you out of it.Your mind has never met a problem it thought it could not

solve. Yet, it cannot solve this one. You cannot cognate your way out of suffering and into Truth

and freedom.Jesus said, “Small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a

few find it.” The reason why so few find the Truth is because we impose our conditions and

preferences upon it. We insist the Truth must look a certain way, including the path we take to

get to it.You have a “Yeah, but” problem. You say you want to know the truth but you have

conditions.Yeah, I want to know the Truth…BUT it must nicely fit into, complement or be

consistent with certain beliefs and understandings I never plan on giving up,BUT it must not

put me at odds with my family, friends, or faith tradition,BUT it must be something I can figure

out in, with, and through my mind,BUT it must produce the outcomes I want on my terms.The

Truth will not bend to satisfy your conditions. The path is simple except for your preferences.

Like the old Burger King motto, you want to “have it your way.” That’s what makes the path of

Truth so difficult. If you would give up your preferences right now, you would see the

Truth.Preferences are the particular ways you want life to work. You have a preference for it to

be 60 degrees and sunny. You have a preference about the outcome of the football game. You

have preferences about how you take your coffee.Knowing Truth is not a visit to

Starbucks.Jesus said you must deny yourself to embrace Truth. This is letting go of your

insistence that the spiritual path be a certain way, and that it uphold your comfort and

preferences. The Truth will challenge your most deeply held ideas. You must set aside all the

things you think you know, and be willing to start from a place of not knowing. Count on this

being thorny. You are vested in what you know, and have built your life around your beliefs.To

deny yourself is to set aside your preconceived notions. On your journey of spiritual seeking,

you have accumulated beliefs, concepts, views, principles and assumptions, and you must be

willing to discard them all in order to know the Truth. That earnest desire and diamond-like

resolve involves putting all your cards on the table, including those beliefs that you hold with

the highest certainty.Consider the shock when people discovered that the world was not flat but

round? That’s the kind of epic reversal of which I’m speaking – when the thing you most bank

your life on turn out to be the opposite.You cannot be attached to an outcome in terms of what

the Truth will be or look like. Currently, when you hear or read something new, you compare it

with the ideas you already have. If it lines up with them, you accept it and say that it is correct.

If it does not line up with what you already know, you say it is incorrect. In both cases, you only

end up with more of the same.The Truth is a round peg and your current understanding is a

square hole.There is no way out of your suffering if you do not loosen your grip on your

attachments. This is not going to be easy because the fabric of your life is woven in

attachments.You are attached to ideas about:who you arewho God iswhat life is aboutthe best



way to live lifehow to be happywhat others should be or dowhat transformation or

enlightenment should look likewhat the outcomes of knowing truth should beThe list is endless.

Let me swiftly narrow the focus by asking youa question.What idea are you clinging to?Your

answer to that question is the attachment to which you need to loosen your grip.It’s not a once-

and-done question. Ask it every day, twice a day, and every hour. What idea am I clinging to?

Don’t make yourself wrong by the ideas you are clinging to. Just loosen your grip on them. The

problem is not necessarily the idea itself as it is your habit of clinging. The habit of attachments

and clinging will prevent you from knowing the way things really are. Ask this question

often.Ask it right now.“What idea am I clinging to?”Loosen your grip upon it.* * *This book is not

about giving you an answer. You’ve already been given plenty of “answers.” You are up to your

ears in answers. You’ve been told what to believe, what to think, and how to see the world. But

any answer you need to know no one needs to tell you because the answer is already inside

you and always has been.This book is not to convince you of the Truth. No one can be told

what the Truth is. You have to see it for yourself.Jesus invited the weary and burdened to come

to him. He said to know Truth was to live light and free. Meanwhile, people are burdened with

whether or not their beliefs about God are “correct.”Instead, ask yourself:Do my beliefs bring

peace?Do my beliefs lead to joy and freedom?Do my beliefs inspire kindness and compassion?

Do my beliefs dispel fear?Do my beliefs motivate love for all people and living things? We are

concerned about having the right answers. The problem is we areasking the wrong

questions.The most common miracle Jesus performed was the restoration of sight.Jesus said

“The eye is the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is healthy, yourwhole body will be full of light,

but if your eye is bad, your whole body willbe full of darkness.” In other words, the difference

between the light and thedarkness is your perception. The darkness of your suffering lies in

your ignorance – not seeing things as they really are. The light, which is the peace andfreedom

that you desire, lies in accurate perception – knowing things as theytruly are.All things have

been at peace and whole. It has always been this way, it isthis way now, and always will be. You

just have to awaken to it. This is whatyou must see.Knowing the way things really are doesn’t

require a degree in theology orphilosophy. I am schooled in both. They have often been more a

hindrancethan a help. The Truth is not an object you hold in your hand. It’s not a doctrine,

proposition or idea you hold in your head. It is not a thing or a belief.It’s not something found in

a book. It cannot even be transmitted throughlanguage.Truth is the unmediated and direct

experience of the way things really are. You can be told about the sunrise but that would not be

you experiencing it for yourself – seeing it and feeling it directly. You can watch the Travel

Channel, but it is not the same as you being there.Truth is directly seeing, perceiving, and

being aware of how things really are. This can only happen at the level of your deepest Self,

which is beyond the mind.Sink down into your deepest Self. That Self is awake.See what that

Self sees.Perceive what that Self perceives.Know what that Self knows.Your problem is not

knowing the Truth; it is that you do not know your Self.You don’t have to be special to change

this. What you do need is an earnest desire and diamond-like resolve. This is because there is

a part of you that cannot handle the Truth. You have built your entire life around an illusion, and

it has become familiar. It’s your security blanket. You’re attached to it. It’s all you know.* * *You

love the idea of freedom but you are terrified by the reality of it. Every day you turn from the

Truth and return to the illusion. It is because you fear the hardships and responsibilities that

freedom brings.Jesus offered freedom but everywhere Christians are in chains. It is because

they were falsely led to believe that by adding Jesus to their lives by saying the “sinner’s

prayer,” or “accepting Jesus as their savior,” or “becoming born again,” etc… that life would be

complete. This is magical thinking. Jesus never said that he would save or free anyone. He did



not say, “I will set you free.” His exact words were, “When you know the truth, the truth will set

you free.” What sets you free? THE TRUTH.Jesus never caused anyone to be saved. First off,

you don’t need to be saved– not from God, not from yourself, not from sin. You do, however,

need to cast aside your spiritual ignorance. But even this Jesus cannot do for you. It’s not

something anyone can do for anyone else.The idea of conversion transformation is yet another

example of magical thinking that is pinned on Jesus. The idea is that if you “accept Jesus as

your savior,” “get saved,” or become “born again,” then everything will instantly be fixed in your

life. Jesus never said this. You couldn’t get any closer to Jesus than his first disciples and they

were clueless half the time. Why? Because they would not accept, embrace, or walk in the

reality of the truth Jesus taught and demonstrated. It’s the same then as it is now - you must

embrace the truth in order to be free. There is no substitute for that - not even the nice-

sounding Christian formulas.In essence Jesus said, “I know the Truth, and the tools to end your

suffering. Follow me.” And if people had a willing and earnest desire, and listened and applied

the Truth that was given, transformation happened. Jesus came around and offered, “If you

need that bolt loosened, here’s the wrench.” You can’t throw the kitchen sink at a problem and

expect it to be fixed. You have to use the right tool to fix a specific problem.We have a tendency

to be offered a wrench to solve a problem, and we make a religion out of the wrench and

worship it, and fight over who has the best wrench. In other words, we make it about the

wrench rather than the problem for which the wrench was offered. Rather than worshiping the

wrench, and wasting time and energy arguing it, simply use it for the problem it was given to

solve. You are suffering. There is a tool to fix it.Adding God or Jesus into your life isn’t going to

necessarily solve anything. You’re going to have to apply the Truth and use the wrench.Most

people don’t really want to be free. They want to be comfortable, even if it’s being comfortable

in their drama and misery. We’d rather dilute Jesus’ Truth and be comfortable, than accept his

Truth fully and be free.* * *What makes you “feel better” is not your friend. If all you want is to

“feel better” quit reading this book. Go have a glass of wine, get a professional body massage,

eat a DQ Oreo CheeseQuake Blizzard, or watch a season of your favorite television series on

DVD.This is not about you “feeling better.” This is about bringing an end to your suffering. A

temporary bout of pleasure or serenity is not the bliss of true understanding. In fact, pleasure

can obscure our underlying and never-ending suffering. Seeking pleasure is not going to end

your suffering. It’s only going to intensify it and pull you further into a mindset that is

fundamentally flawed.Once you have tapped into the wisdom of your true Self, you can have

real bliss in the worst of circumstances.You like your illusion. It includes the fantasy of being in

control or the hope of gaining control. You will fight to protect your illusion at any cost. It’s “one

ring to rule them all” – this is the promise of power and control but it destroys the one who tries

to posses it. You think if you could control life it would go much better for you. You imagine that

if you played your cards right by being good that God would be on your side and it would be

smooth sailing.This isn’t true.As promising as the illusion seems in your imagination,

everywhere you turn there is evidence that you are not in control.You are not in control of what

happens in the circumstances of life. You never will be. More importantly, it is not necessary to

be in control in order to have peace and well-being.* * *You are fond of freedom as the power

to act, speak, or think without externally imposed restraints. The underlying premise is that

your obstacles are imposed upon you from someone or something outside yourself. This is a

lie and is part of the illusion. It’s also how you think about happiness. You think external things

determine it.You outsource most of your life. “Outsourcing” is obtaining goods or services from

an outside supplier. This is your model for having peace, well-being, and contentment in life.

You depend on an outside supplier. And so we cling. And this clinging is part of the ignorance



that causes our suffering.You say to yourself:“If only I had . . .. . . more money, a bigger house,

a more fulfilling job, a different family, better friends, a different church, a new car, more

success, the latest iPhone, improved health, less stress, someone who loved me better…If

only I could . . .. . . lose 25 pounds, take a vacation, get married again, eat Ben & Jerry’s ice

cream without putting on weight, follow my dreams and passion . . . I’d be happy.”It’s a lie. None

of this is true except in your mind. That’s actually whereyour entire problem is – your

head.What we actually need is freedom from internal restraints. Happiness is not contingent

upon an if-only-I list. We have imprisoned ourselves to that idea.We live by it.The minutes click

off, the hours roll by, the days march forward, and the years of our lives are like grains of sand

in an hourglass.Meanwhile, you suffer… in ignorance… unnecessarily.We are born and die in

an illusion, having never discovered what is real. But it doesn’t have to be this way. There is a

different way. Life is blissful. There’s joy everywhere, only you’re closed off to it. Divest your

energy from the drama of trying to be happy. Do not go tothe grave with the song of truth

buried inside of you. Make it your one and only goal to end your suffering.* * *Knowing Truth is

no more complex than knowing the sunrise. Do you need a well-defined set of truth

propositions about the sunrise in order to experience it? Does it take effort to know the

sunrise? How smart do you have to be? Is there a process or steps one must take in order to

experience it? Should we read books, attend seminars, or take classes on how to see the

sunrise? Is knowing the Greek word for sunrise necessary? Do we need a sunriseology to get

it? Is there something to be “right” or “wrong” about with the sunrise? Is it open to

interpretation? Will some people see the sunrise and confuse it for a horse?No!The only thing

required for knowing the sunrise is being awake to experience it. The same applies to knowing

Truth. You are asleep and lost in a dream. You have to wake up and see things as they really

are.Have you ever noticed that when you become fully present and alive to a sunrise – when

everything else fades away and you just get lost in the rapture and enchantment of it – it

becomes a doorway into something transcendent? Suddenly you are touching an unnamable

peace and beauty. An indescribable feeling of freedom fills you, and a deep-seated

contentedness washes through you like rain. Feelings of connectedness warmly radiate

through every molecule of your being.Your experience of that sunset points to the way things

really are – peace, beauty, freedom, contentment, and connectedness. You have had these

deep feelings before in the simplest moments. The deep feelings you felt in those moments

were pointing you toward what is most real about this world and your life.The sunrise happens

every morning, with or without you, as well as that transcendent and unnamable reality it points

to. There is nothing preventing you from enjoying it. You see it or you don’t, either way it is

there. You can’t stop it, you can’t achieve it. It just is.We run out the door, expending energy

doing nothing more than addressing symptoms, and applying band-aids. We are also very

good at pointing the finger and blaming others for the problems and conditions of our

world.Look no further than yourself. Nothing will change in our world until YOU address the root

problem of YOUR suffering. There is no greater difference that you can make than this.

Humankind is lost in a dream of separation and suffering. When you awaken, a gong is struck

and vibrates across all humankind, awakening another.* * *The human experience involves

pain. If you hit your finger with a hammer there will be physical pain. If you lose a loved one,

there will be emotional pain. There will always be pleasure and pain as part of the human

experience and no amount enlightenment will ever change that.You are not here to eliminate

that kind of human pain. You are here to end your suffering.You recognize that you will grow

old, become ill, and eventually die. You know this will also happen to the ones you love and you

will be separated from them. Even now as you ponder it, you feel mental anguish over it. This is



the kind of suffering I’m referring to.You are weary trying to create and hold onto the life you

want, but circumstances or people won’t cooperate. Everything changes. Something or

someone arises in your life that brings you happiness and they disappear as quickly as they

came. I mean that suffering.There are those moments laying in the darkness before you fall

asleep at night when life feels empty, futile, and unfair. There is a deep regret and

overwhelming sadness about your life – what it is and what it isn’t, and what you wish could be

different. I mean that suffering.You are not free and you know this. You don’t know who you are,

and the distance between who you think you are, and who you really are is a wasteland of

lies.You don’t need a theological degree to know you are suffering. So, this is where you begin

– your suffering. For too long you have been told to ignore your suffering and focus on having

the right information about God in your head. You have been led to believe that the end of

suffering is what happens after you die. That is a lie.You are suffering. There is a cause. You

can address the root cause of your suffering. It is not necessary for you to suffer, but this is the

part that no one has ever told you.Is it supposed to be this way? Is there something more? Or

are we just kidding ourselves by hoping so?No, it’s not supposed to be this way.Yes, there is

something more.Life is not what it seems.You already know intuitively that this is true. But the

world has been pulled over your eyes and blinded you from what is real. No, that’s not a typo.

It’s not the “wool” that has been pulled over your eyes; it is how you see the world that hides

the Truth from you.Meanwhile, you suffer.Stop pushing those feelings of disharmony and

discontent aside. It’s time to start gathering information from the inside. Those feelings are

trying to tell you something. They are symptoms of a problem that you are here to solve. Feel

them. Own them. Listen to them. Follow them.Religion confidently proclaims answers about the

afterlife but has failed to sufficiently answer the question of the herelife. We don’t need help

dying. The problem is we don’t know how to live. We are alarmed at the prospect of the ending

of the world, and yet most people have never made it to the beginning.Religion has told us how

it’s all going to end.Jesus told people how it’s going to begin.You were led to this book for that

reason.To begin.* * *
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Jared Dixon, “A must read for those looking to heal from religious trauma. I will be honest and

say that I came back to this book after putting it down for a while. Reading about how I am not

separated from God was a difficult concept to wrap my head around given my A.M.E & Baptist

upbringing. The first half of the book was a perpetual reminder that our original self is in perfect

peace and not something our mind could comprehend. At first I found it difficult to see beyond
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this concept but as I read the second part about deconstructing religious theology/pathology, I

understood why Palmer drove this point home. Modern pop culture Christianity has told us we

as humans are inherently evil, bad, and worthy of eternal life in hell. However, what if we saw

ourselves as inherently good, not separated from God but one with God? This blew me away

and allowed me to understand that my upbringing was not something I could control, nor

something I should conform to. I have to do the work to heal from my past. Great read!! Would

recommend to anyone who has been raised in a religiously oppressive, repressive, and

abusive environment.”

Happy Ebook Tops Reader, “This book is life changing!. Jim Palmer is a breath of fresh air after

leaving religion. He shares so much truth and insight and freedom in this book. If you take

these words to heart you can start to end your human suffering. Line after line jumped off the

pages and into my heart. This book has helped me get to know the real me and walk in

freedom and love and authenticity. If you are ready to take responsibility for your life and quit

your human suffering this book will definitely help you in that process!”

Brian Smith, “Maybe the most practical spiritual book I've ever read. I've read a lot of books on

spirituality and Christianity (and Buddhism). Of all of the books I've read this is quite possibly

the most practical one giving me things I think about as I'm going through my day, things that

really help. If I could add anything to the subtitle of the book it would be "Just Do It". Ending

your suffering isn't complicated- it is maybe a little bit difficult. It's really a matter of realizing

your true nature and the nature of the universe and continually reminding yourself of that.Full

disclosure- I've been Facebook friends with the author for years and while I've never met Jim, I

kind of feel like I know him. We met when he sent me one of his earlier books for review. Jim is

a very "down to Earth" guy who is transparent about the difficulties he has had to go through.

We all experience pain. That's part of being human. But, suffering- that is optional. Jim's

Christian publishing company decided not to publish his latest book. After reading it I can

understand why. There is a lot in this book that will upset fundamentalist Christians. There is a

lot in this book they will consider blasphemy. I don't know how much Jim has studied

Buddhism, but if his spirituality fits into any one religious category, I'd say it's closer to

Buddhism than to traditional Christianity.If you're fed up with what you've been trying and are

willing to think outside of the box, WAY outside of the box for some people. This is the the

book for you. You can take the blue pill, just keep believing whatever you're believing or you

can take the red pill, read this book and see just how deep the rabbit hole goes.”

TenfinityFilms, “Paradigm Shifting into what is truly Possible. I have been engaging with Jim

Palmer on FB for over a year now ... we've interacted personally on occasion with regards to

his many profound posts that 'crack' the religious ideology mindset that has rigidly been in

place within my psyche for many years .. In my journey OUT of the 'organized system of

religion'; the 'constantine mentality' established to separate clergy from laity and elevate those

in these positions of grandure within the organization of religion, while debasing and keeping in

bondage those of the laity side of things .... Jim has shared with candid transparency, his own

journey of awakening and stepping out of the 'system of religion' ... confronting and showing

how dual and rigid the 'truth' as presented within religious traditions has been blindly and

unquestionably accepted. Jim has the guts and odacity to rise up and 'think for himself' and

awaken to the infinite truth that God is one and as Jesus IS in this world, so are we .... there is

NO separation; being human in NOT a character defect; remaining in bondage to shame-



based, social contructs designed to keep the masses pushed down and defeated.... Jim dares

us to rise up and take responsibility to think and believe for our own individual selves so that

we may connect within the multi-dimentional reality of God being far more grande in scope

than any of us can even finitely comprehend ... that there are many paths to God, that every

morning we are born anew and capable of mindfully being present in the moment where we

lack absolutely NOTHING ....Christ in us all ... and because of what HE did, ALL are forgiven

and it is simply a matter of awakening up out of our sleep and becoming aware of this amazing

Truth. God is love and God became LOVE personnified in Jesus and we, in HIS image, are

perfectly imperfect and complete ....I am beyond grateful for Jim Palmer, his bravery to cut ties

with the traditional religious system and launching out to present an option for those who are

truly 'stuck' and being eaten alive by the 'nothing' of traditions of man which make the word of

God of no effect ....It is time for all to awaken ... and this book will challenge you to do just that:

to awake, become authentically you, to be really real and genuine .... the person God designed

you to be that the world and religion wants to keep in the prision of people-pleasing conformity

to the status quo that no longer works ...Break free .... dive in deep ... and never go back to

what life was to you before 'the now' which is all any of us have and in which all things are

indeed, possible.Thank you Jim Palmer ....Namaste to infinity!!”

Saoirse Windsong Collins, “Confirmed My Own Thinking. I bought this book several weeks ago

and hadn't got around to reading it because I was busy working on my doctoral dissertation in

Biblical Studies. This weekend I decided I should read it before finishing my work. I am very

glad I waited because I discovered that Jim Palmer has come to many of the same conclusions

I have reached; and, had I read his book before realizing these truths on my own, I would most

likely have rejected his thinking out of hand, not understood what he was saying, or questioned

whether I was simply allowing him to guide me in my thinking. As it was, Notes from (over) the

Edge confirmed what I had found by searching the Scriptures myself and listening to my own

inner voice. What joy it was to read the book this weekend! I recommend it to all who have a

desire to break free of bondage and walk in peace.”

Steve Cornforth, “White knuckle ride!!. A few years ago I reviewed Jim Palmer's first book -

Divine Nobodies. I described it as being one of those book that 'grab you by the throat, pin you

against the wall and mug you of your preconceived ideas about yourself and God'. In other

words he tells it like it is! And that is certainly the case with his latest and best.He has come a

long way since that first book. He writes with the confidence and passion that has come from

years of experience, particularly of those who have been damaged by formal religion or, more

accurately, themselves. Because the theme of this book is no less that that - finding and then

getting to know your true self, and when you meet, realizing that you are in fact more likable

than you believe.If you are looking for a nice, christian book that will affirm all of your opinions

about life, yourself and others then this may not be for you.Notes from (over) the Edge is a bit

like a white knuckle ride, the kind that shake you to the core. But as soon as you've finished

you went to get straight back on again!”

Rachael Kelly, “Jim Palmer's masterpiece, simply amazing.. This amazing book is Jim Palmer's

best yet. It's his masterpiece, the one we've been waiting for, the one that sums up all his life

experience and turns it into an encounter so profound and so meaningful it will take your

breath away. Here he gives you all the understanding you need to take those first steps

towards a new way of seeing the world that will revolutionize your life. Get in touch with your



real self. The real Jim Palmer speaks to you directly. Hear what he has to say and make up

your own mind. Worth every penny.”

The book by Jim Palmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 87 people have provided feedback.
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